**École River Heights School**  
2019-2020 English Supply List

**School Fees 2019 - 2020**

There will be no basic student fees. During the school year the school may charge the students for specific special trips and events.

**Grade 1 – 8 School Agenda**  
$6.00 (please bring with school supplies and pay your classroom teacher)

**Grade 6 Band Fee**  
$15.00

**Grade 7 & 8 Band Fee**  
$15.00 plus a one-time fee of $25.00 (which includes a band shirt)

### Kindergarten
- 1 pair of non-marking gym shoes and outdoor shoes/boots—the “slip on” type or Velcro fastening please
- 1 large school bag to be used for carrying articles to and from school
- 1 Paint shirt
- 1 plastic box pencil case (large enough to hold crayons and markers)
- 1 pair age appropriate scissors (no round tip)
- 5 sharpened HB pencils
- 1 Pkg of crayons (24 max)
- 5 large glue sticks
- 2 white erasers
- 2 folders (twin pocket)
- 1 box of Kleenex
- 5 duo-tangs
- 4 Expo dry-erase (whiteboard) chisel tip markers
- 10 small Ziplock bags
- 5 large Ziplock bags
- 2 Hilroy covered 1/2 plain & 1/2 ruled (72 page) dotted, interlined notebooks
- Scrapbook 12” x 10”

### Grade 1
- 2 large boxes of Kleenex
- 1 pkg of crayons (24 max)
- 5 duotangs (3-hole assorted)
- 3 white erasers
- 2 Hilroy green covered ½ plain & ½ interlined (72 page) notebooks
- 4 twin pocket folders

***Please only put names on ruler, backpack and gym shoes, as all other supplies will be shared.*** Thank you!

- 1” binder
- 2 highlighters
- 1 pkg felt markers (non-permanent, wide tip)
- 1 pkg felt markers (non-permanent, narrow tip)
- 2 Expo dry-erase/white board markers (fine tip)
- 1 pencil case (large canvas)
- 1 plastic box pencil case (large enough to hold crayons and markers)
- Gym shoes (non-marking running shoes to keep at school)
- 1 dry marker eraser

### Grade 2
- 4 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 pkg of crayons (24 max)
- 6 duotangs (3-hole unlabeled, 1 each of white, red, blue, green, yellow, and orange)
- 6 white erasers
- 2 Hilroy notebooks ½ plain & ½ ruled (72 page) notebooks
- 2 Hilroy blank, no lines notebook
- 1 box lg size zip lock brand baggies
- 1 box sandwich size zip lock brand baggies
- binder

- 2 highlighters (2 different colours)
- 1 pkg loose leaf (wide ruled, 200 sheets)
- 2 pkg felt markers (non-permanent, wide tip)
- 2 black Sharpie marker (fine)
- 4 Expo dry-erase/white board markers (fine tip)
- 1 pencil case (large canvas)
- 4 twin pocket folders (1 red, 1 blue, 1 green, 1 orange)
- Gym shoes (non-marking running shoes to keep at school)
- 2 Pkg of crayons (24, sharpened)
- 24 HB pencils (sharpened)
- 2 Post-it Notes (3x3) (small size)
- 1 ruler (metric, 30 cm, plastic, bendable)
- 1 scissors (good quality, age appropriate)
- 1 box small Ziplock bags
- 1 backpack/tote bag (large)
- 3 glue sticks (40g)

### Grade 3 and Grade 4
- 2 large boxes of Kleenex
- 6 duotangs (3-hole unlabeled, 1 each of white, red, blue, green, yellow, and orange)
- 6 white erasers
- 5 Hilroy yellow covered ½ plain & ½ ruled (72 page) notebooks
- 5 Hilroy exercise books (80pg, lined, w/o spiral, 1 pink, 2 blue, 1 yellow, 1 green)
- 2 Hilroy blank, no lined notebook

- 6 glue sticks (40g)
- 4 highlighters (4 different colours)
- 1 pkg loose leaf (wide ruled, 200 sheets)
- 1 pkg felt markers (non-permanent, wide tip)
- 2 black Sharpie (extra fine)
- 4 Expo dry-erase/white board marker (fine tip)
- 1 pencil case (large canvas)
- Gym shoes (non-marking running shoes to keep at school)
- 1 scissors (good quality, age appropriate)
- 1 Lepage white glue

**Please do not label folders, notebooks or duotangs.**

- 4 twin pocket folders (1 red, 1 blue, 1 green, 1 orange)
- 2 pencil sharpeners (metal, with cover)
- 1 pkg pencil crayons (24, sharpened)
- 48 HB pencils (sharpened)
- 2 Post-It Notes (3x3)
- 1 ruler (metric, 30 cm, plastic, bendable)
- 1 scissors (good quality, age appropriate)
- 1 set earbuds
- 1 backpack/tote bag (large)
- 4 glue sticks (40g)
- 2 red pens

**Earbuds**

- 2 blue pens
## Grade 5
- 1 binder (3-ring, 2")
- 3 large boxes of Kleenex
- 1 calculator (solar preferred)
- 1 dictionary (Gage, Canadian Intermediate)
- 1 thesaurus
- 2 divider sets (3-hole)
- 5 duotangs (3-hole, assorted)
- 2 white erasers
- 4 Hilroy exercise books (80pg, lined)
- 1 scissors (good quality, age appropriate)
- gym clothes (non-marking shoes to keep at school, t-shirt, shorts) and bag

- 1 geometry set
- 2 glue sticks (40g)
- 1 pkg graph paper
- 2 highlighters
- 1 whiteout tape
- 1 pkg loose leaf (wide ruled, approx. 200 sheets)
- 2 pens
- 1 ruler (metric, 30 cm, plastic, bendable)
- 1 headphones
- 1 clipboard
- 1 sketch book (unlined)

- 1 pkg markers
- 1 black Sharpie (extra fine)
- 4 Expo dry-erase/white board marker (fine tip) and eraser
- 1 USB
- 1 pencil case (large canvas)
- 1 pencil sharpener (metal, with cover)
- 1 pkg pencil crayons (24, sharpened)
- 24 HB pencils (sharpened)
- 1 backpack/tote bag (large)
- 4 Post-It Notes (3x3)

## Grade 6
- 1 binder (3-ring, 2")
- 3 large boxes of Kleenex
- 1 calculator (solar preferred)
- 1 deodorant (solid, no spray)
- 1 dictionary (Gage, Canadian Intermediate)
- 1 thesaurus
- 2 divider sets (3-Hole)
- 5 duotangs (3-hole, assorted colours)
- 2 white erasers
- 2 Hilroy exercise Books (80 pg lined)
- 1 scissors (good quality, age appropriate)
- 1 gym clothes (non-marking shoes to keep at school, t-shirt, shorts) and bag

- 5 Hilroy exercise books (80pg, lined, w/o spiral)
- 1 geometry set
- 1 Lepage white glue
- 2 glue sticks (40g)
- 2 highlighters
- 1 whiteout tape (no liquid type)
- 3 pkg loose leaf (wide ruled, approx. 200 sheets)
- 1 pkg blue pens
- 1 ruler (metric, 30 cm, plastic, bendable)
- 1 headphones
- 1 clipboard
- 1 pkg (10) Paper Protectors

- 1 pkg markers
- 1 black Sharpie (extra fine)
- 4 Expo dry-erase/white board marker (fine tip) and eraser
- 1 USB
- 1 pencil case (large canvas)
- 1 pencil sharpener (metal, with cover)
- 1 pkg pencil crayons (24, sharpened)
- 24 HB pencils (sharpened)
- 1 backpack/tote bag (large)
- 4 Post-It Notes (3x3)

## Grade 7
- 1 binder (3-ring, 2") zippered
- 2 large boxes of Kleenex
- 1 calculator (solar preferred)
- 1 deodorant (solid, no spray)
- 2 divider sets (3-Hole)
- 1 pack duotangs
- 2 white erasers
- 2 Hilroy exercise Books (140pg lined, with spiral)
- 1 scissors (good quality, age appropriate)
- gym clothes (non-marking shoes to keep at school, t-shirt, shorts) and bag

- 1 sketch book (unlined)

- 1 geometry set
- 1 Lepage white glue
- 2 glue sticks (40g)
- 2 highlighters
- 3 pkg loose leaf (wide ruled, approx. 200 sheets)
- 1 pkg blue pens
- 1 ruler (metric, 30 cm, plastic, bendable)
- 1 headphones
- 1 whiteout tape (no liquid type)
- 1 pkg (10) Paper Protectors

- 5 pkg markers (non-permanent, wide tip)
- 1 black Sharpie (extra fine)
- 4 Expo dry-erase/white board marker (fine tip) and Eraser
- 1 USB
- 1 pencil case (large canvas)
- 1 pencil sharpener (metal, with cover)
- 1 pkg pencil crayons (24, sharpened)
- 36 HB pencils (sharpened)
- 1 backpack/tote bag (large)
- 4 Post-It Notes (3x3)

## Grade 8
- 1 binder (3-ring, 2") zippered
- 2 large box of Kleenex
- 1 calculator (Square Root Function and π symbol, solar preferred)
- 1 deodorant (solid, no spray)
- 2 divider sets (3-Hole)
- 1 pack duotangs
- 2 white erasers
- 2 Hilroy exercise Books (140pg lined, with spiral)
- 5 Hilroy exercise books (80pg, lined, w/o spiral)

- 1 sketch book (unlined)
- 4 Post-It Notes (3x3)
- Non-marking indoor shoes

- 1 geometry set
- 1 Lepage white glue
- 2 glue sticks (40g)
- 2 highlighters
- 3 pkg loose leaf (wide ruled, approx. 200 sheets)
- 1 pkg blue pens
- 1 ruler (metric, 30 cm, plastic, bendable)
- 1 scissors (good quality, age appropriate)
- 1 whiteout tape (no liquid type)
- 1 headphones

- Grade 8 Farewell Fees $20.00

- 1 pkg felt markers (non-permanent, wide tip)
- 1 black Sharpie (extra fine)
- 4 Expo dry-erase/white board marker (fine tip) and Eraser
- 1 USB
- 1 pencil case (large canvas)
- 1 pencil sharpener (metal, with cover)
- 1 pkg pencil crayons (24, sharpened)
- 36 HB pencils (sharpened)
- 1 backpack/tote bag (large)
- gym clothes (non-marking shoes to keep at school, t-shirt, shorts) and bag

- 1 Clipboard